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Quick Read
The announced Alamos and AuRico merger and Agnico Eagle’s recent bid for Soltoro
reinforces Argonaut’s view that M&A in the gold space is likely to step up in the near
future. Key supporting themes include Reserve depletion across the majors / mid-tier
space (see below, and Page 2 Figure 1), a general lack of exploration success and
funding, relatively modest asset pricing, scarce risk capital and mediocre balance sheets.
On the ASX, the Australian domiciled producers, including NST, IGO, EVN and MLX are in
a strong position for further inorganic growth. They are benefiting from a softening AUD
cost base and increasingly competitive contractor / wage rates. With multiple assets
understood to be up for sale (see page 3), near term M&A activities are inevitable.
Considering these themes, genuine green-fields discoveries should be rewarded (PIR,
OBS, etc), particularly for assets that offer geographic synergy (e.g. Soltoro). Given size,
favourable geometry, safe sovereign jurisdiction and multi-million ounce discovery
potential, Gold Road Resources (GOR, SPEC BUY, $0.60 Target Price) remains a key pick
in this space. Other Australian domiciled juniors with the potential to deliver on this
front include ABM Resources (ABU, SPEC BUY) and Dacian (DCN, SPEC BUY).

Event & Impact
Reserve drop: Argonaut has compiled Reserve movements from gold stocks
incorporated in Van Eck’s GDX index (as at 10/04/2015, see methodology on Page 2).
These companies reported, on average an 7.7% decrease in Reserve positions from CY13
to CY14 (see Page 2, Figure 1). These companies delivered a total of ~40Moz in CY14,
which accounts for a significant ~40% of global mine production during this period. The
remaining Reserve could support, on average, 16.1 years of mine life, assuming similar
production levels. Key reasons accounting for this figure include depletion from
production and change in economic and mine design parameters.
Significant discoveries are rare and quality projects are scarce: The decrease in Reserve
across the sector highlights the scarcity of genuine discoveries, which has been in
decline for the past five years. The findings are consistent with Argonaut’s observation
that the gold industry has gradually transformed to a model where majors and mid-tier
producers are reducing green-fields exploration efforts. The green-fields exploration
‘arm’ of these businesses, is often ‘outsourcing’ the green-fields exploration to juniors,
where meaningful discoveries then become targets to be acquired. Effectively, inorganic
growth through M&A has been the path of least resistance. A recent trend is quality
deposits (e.g. Fekola, Natougou) often receive bids prior to the completion of a full
Feasibility Study and a Reserve statement. Considering the current themes in the gold
space, genuine discoveries should be rewarded.
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Reserve depletion a key feature
Methodology
Argonaut has compiled changes in
Reserve positions…

…of GDX gold companies,
excluding royalty companies

Argonaut has compiled changes in Reserve positions by companies in Van Eck’s GDX
st
st
index. The comparisons are made on Reserves stated at 31 December 2013 and 31
December 2014. These companies in total produced ~40Moz in CY14, which equates to
~40% of world mine production.
In this analysis, Argonaut has excluded royalty companies (Fanco-Nevada, Royal Gold
and Osisko), as well as silver producers (Silver Wheaton, Pan American, First Majestic
Silver and Tahoe). Companies yet to report updated Reserve statements have been
omitted. Where possible, we have neutralised the effect of asset acquisitions and
divestments.

Findings
On average, Reserve positions
shrank by 7.7%…

GDX gold companies recorded, an average, an 7.7% decrease (~58Moz drop, compared
to mine production of ~40Moz) in Reserve positions from CY13 to CY14. Key reasons
accounting for this figure include:
 Depletion from production
 Change in economic parameters
 Change of mine design parameters, including slope angles
Figure 1: GDX Reserve position changes, CY13-CY14
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The remaining Reserve could
support ~16 years of mine life

The remaining Reserve in this group could support, on average, a 16.1 years of mine life,
assuming an overall 90% metallurgical recoveries.

General lack of exploration success
This result, in part, suggests the lack of exploration success by these miners, particularly
at green field exploration. Understandably, discretionary spending, including green-field
exploration, is under elevated scrutiny from an investment community that demands
increasing FCF and dividend. Longer term, a diminishing Reserve should translate to the
support of a higher gold price.
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ASX gold M&A expected to heat up
Australian gold producers,
including NST, IGO, EVN, and
MLX…

On the ASX, the Australian domiciled producers, including NST, IGO, EVN and MLX are in
a strong positive for further inorganic grow. They are benefiting from a softening AUD
cost base and increasingly competitive contractor / wage rates. With generally healthy
balance sheets and multiple assets understood to be up for sale, near term M&A
activities are inevitable.
Table 1: Producing assets that could be potentially divested in Australia

…are benefiting from a strong AUD
gold margin…

…in a prime position to take
advantage of the assets for sale

Asset

Owner

%

Attributable
Reserve
koz

Sunrise Dam

AngloGold

100

1290

1.87

2014

240

5.4

1200

Moderate

Tropicana

AngloGold

70

2240

1.99

2014

350

6.4

750

Moderate

Cowal

Barrick

100

1555

1.17

2014

265

5.9

758

High

Fimiston

Barrick/Newmont

50/50 JV

6964

1.22

2014

645

10.8

928

Moderate

Telfer

Newcrest

100

4800

0.83

2014

535

9.0

780

High

Cadia

Newcrest

100

28000

0.49

2014

630

44.4

250

Very Low

Boddington

Newmont

100

12170

0.62

2014

725

16.8

975

Low

Tanami

Newmont

100

3310

5.26

2014

405

8.2

915

Low

Agnew/Lawlers

Goldfields

100

865

7.44

2014

260

3.3

950

Low

Darlot

Goldfields

100

85

7.36

2014

83

1.0

1130

Moderate

Granny Smith

Goldfields

100

872

6.02

2014

290

3.0

840

Low

St Ives

Goldfields

100

1803

3.14

2014

350

5.2

1040

Low

Frog's Leg

La Mancha

100

971

2.93

2013

160

6.1

1000

High

Peak Mines

Newgold

100

375

3.51

2014

90

4.2

1025

High

Ownership

Grade

Year

g/t

Attributable Implied Mine
Divestment
Cost
Production
Life
potential
koz pa
yrs
US$/oz

Source: Argonaut, Company reports

Genuine discovers should be rewarded
Given the current themes in the
gold space…

Considering the current themes in the gold space, genuine discoveries should be
rewarded. Stocks with assets in Australia and the potential to deliver on this front
include:
Gold Road (GOR, SPECULATIVE BUY, 60c Target Price): The 3.8Moz Gruyere’s potential
scale, geometry, long life, and favourable metallurgical properties combined with a low
sovereign risk jurisdiction, will ensure the asset attracts market and corporate attention.
With ~5 rigs drilling at Gruyere and deposit remaining open, Argonaut anticipates
Resource upgrades which could translate to boosted production and AISC parameters in
the upcoming PFS.

…genuine discoveries should be
rewarded…

ABM Resources (ABU, SPECULATIVE BUY): The high grade Old Pirate deposit, current
being mined, is one of the highest grade open pit operations in Australia. Regionally,
2
ABM has an >40,000km package of in the Tanami region, which is receiving increased
corporate attention and remains one of the final frontiers in Australia where the
discovery of shallow, Moz gold deposits is still possible. ABU’s alliance with IGO on the
Lake Mackay project further reinforces this view.
Dacian Gold (DCN, SPECULATIVE BUY): Improved geological understanding and
systematic exploration at DCN’s Mount Morgans Project has enabled the Company to
significantly expand its inventory to 1.4Moz @ 4.2g/t. Argonaut anticipates further
Resource growth at both Westralia and Jupiter. The upside of the project is the
delineation of multi-million ounce, syenite hosted deposits similar to the nearby >7Moz
Wallaby.

The remaining Reserve could
support ~16 years of mine life
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Important Disclosure
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to the Entitlement Offer to raise $7.7M in February 2015. Argonaut received fees commensurate with these services.
DCN – Argonaut currently holds or controls 94,000 DCN shares.
GOR – Argonaut acted as Sole Lead Manager & Exclusive Bookrunner to the Placement that raised $23.2M in
September 2014 and received fees commensurate with this service. Argonaut currently owns and/or controls 150,000
GOR Shares
NST – Argonaut acts as Corporate Adviser to NST and may receive fees commensurate with these services.
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